THE CONTROL PAD

RANGE

Tips, Tricks, and more

Higher levels of pedal assist reduce
range of bike
Range average are 15-40 miles
depending on throttle usage

On/Off: Press and hold
Tap
button
USB Charger: Hold SET and + for 3 seconds
Increase/Decrease Pedal Assist: Press +/
PAS: Pedal Assist
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CHARGING
Plug into a wall outlet
Light on charger is red when battery is low
Light on the charger will turn green when the
battery is fully charged
Time to fully charge battery: about 3 hours
When green, the charger will change to trickle
in order to protect the battery

A Guide To Your

ELECTRIC
BICYCLE

PEDAL ASSIST

MAINTENANCE

Pedal assist only provides power while
you are pedaling

Clean your bike weekly. Remove any
dirt, debris, sand, or mud

Start on 0 and gradually increase from
0 to 5 as you gain confidence with it

Clean gently. Don’t use aggressive
water sprays or power jets

An initial power delay is normal.
The delay is a result of the computer
calculating ride speed
As a result of this delay we emphasize
the use of caution when turning and
dismounting from your bike
We recommend that you turn the bike
OFF when walking with it
The motor will engage if the pedals are
bumped accidentally
The bikes have a sensor in their brake
line so when the brakes are engaged
power will cut to the motor

Keep the battery dry
Store your eBike somewhere dry and
out of direct sunlight
After cleaning lubricate chains
and cables
Keep tires inflated properly. This helps
to avoid flat tires and increases your
efficiency while riding

BATTERY TIPS
The sun can damage your battery so
do not leave your battery in direct
sunlight for long periods of time
Do not leave your battery in the
freezing cold for many months if not
being used
Do not leave your battery discharged
for long periods of time, keep it fully
charged

HELPFUL RIDING TIPS
Always wear a helmet
Wear bright, reflective material while
riding so other riders and drivers can
see you day or night
Make sure to always use your bell,
lights and mirrors
Ride defensively. Always be on the
lookout for cars, other bikers, dogs,
and pedestrians.
Always signal when turning
Be on the lookout for potholes and
cracks in the road
Always ride with traffic, not against
Always be aware of your surroundings

QUESTIONS?
Contact Us
67 North Branford Road
Branford, CT 06405
203-415-5804
email info@sparkcycleworks.com
sparkcycleworks.com

